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Abstract - The experiments are pursued on both synthetic in data sets are real. The synthetic data sets which we used for 

our experiments were generated using the procedure. We refer to readers to it for more details to the generation of large 

data sets. We report experimental results on two synthetic more data sets in this data set; the average transaction of size 

and its average maximal potentially frequent item set its size are set, while the number of process in the large dataset is 

set. It is a sparse of dataset. The frequent item sets are short and also numerous data sets to cluster.  The second synthetic 

data set we used is. The average transaction size and average maximal potentially frequent item set size of set to 42 and 50 

respectively. There exist exponentially numerous frequent item data sets in this data set when the support based on 

threshold goes down. There are also pretty long frequent item sets as well as a large number of short frequent item sets in 

it. It process of contains abundant mixtures of short and long frequent data item sets.  
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I. INTRODUCTION CLUSTERING

A cluster is a collection of data objects are to be similar to one another within the same of cluster and are dissimilar 

to the objects in other in clusters. The process of based on grouping a set of abstract objects into classes of similar 

objects is called them clustering. 

Clustering is a basically dynamic field in research in data mining. Many clustering algorithms have been developed. 

These can be categorized into partition method, hierarchical method, density based method, grid based method, and 

model based methods. 

A partitioning method creates an initial set of number of partitions, where parameter k is the number of partitions to 

construct; then it uses an iterative relocation technique that attempts to improve the partitioning by moving objects 

from one group to another. Typical partitioning methods include K-mediod and Modified K-Mediod, CLARANS, 

all so their improvements. 

A hierarchical process creates a hierarchical decomposition of the given set of objects 0f data. The method can be 

classified as being either agglomerative (bottom up) or divisive (top down), based on how the hierarchical 

decomposition formed. To compensate for the rigidity of merge divide in the quality of hierarchical agglomeration 

can be its improved by analyzing object of linkages at each hierarchical partitioning   (such as in CURE and 

Chameleon) or interesting other clustering techniques, such as iterative relocation (as in BIRCH) 

A density based method clusters objects based on the notation of density. It either grows cluster according to the 

density of neighborhood objects (such as DBSCAN) or according to some density function. OPTICS is a density 

based methods that generates an augmented ordering of the clustering structure of the data. 

A grid based method first quantizes finite number of the object space into cells that form a grid structure, and then 

perform clustering on the grid structure. STING is a typical example of a grid-based method based on statistical 

information stored in grid cells. CLIQUE and Wave Cluster are two clustering algorithms that are both grid-based 

and density based.   

A model-based method hypothesized a model for each of the clusters and finds the result of best fit in data to that 

model. Statistical Typical model based method involve approaches, neural network approaches [2]. 

II. K-MEDIOD CLUSTERING METHOD

Given k, the k-means algorithm is implemented in 4 steps: 

Partition objects into k non-empty subsets 

Arbitrarily choose k points as initial centers. 
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Assign each object to the cluster with the nearest seed point (center).   

All so calculate the mean of the any cluster and update its seed point. 

Fig. 1 

III. MODIFIED K-MEDOIDS ALGORITHM

The Modified K-Medoids algorithm is a clustering algorithm related to the K-mediod algorithm is that Modified K-

Medoids shift algorithm. Both the K-means and K-medoids algorithms are partitioned (breaking the dataset up into 

groups) and both attempt to minimize squared error of 0.60 to calculate distance between points every point of 

labeled to be in a cluster and a point designated as the center of that cluster. In contrast to the K-means algorithm K-

medoids chooses data points as centers (medoids or exemplars). (Hae-Sang, Jong-Seok Lee and Chi-Hyuck Jun, 

[17]) K-Mediod is a classical partitioning technique of clustering that clusters the data set of n objects into k of 

clusters known as apriori. 

It is more robust to noise and outliers as compared to medoid Modified K-mediod and can be defined as that object 

of a cluster, whose average dissimilarity to all the objects in the cluster is minimal it is a most centrally located point 

in the given data set. 

3.1 K-medoid clustering algorithm is as follows- 

1) The algorithm begins with arbitrary selection of the k objects in medoid points n data points (n>k) 

2) The similarity here is defined using distance measure that can be Euclidean distance, when after selection of the k 

medoid points, associate each data object in the given data set to most similar medoid. Based on Manhattan distance 

[4]. 

3) Randomly select nonmedoid object O’ 

4) Compute total cost, S of swapping initial medoid object to O’ 

5) If S<0, then swap initial medoid with the new one (S<0 )then there will be new set of medoids 

6) Repeat steps 2 to 5 until there is no change in the medoid. 
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Fig: 2 

IV. V RESULT

I .Comparison on the basis of varying number of cluster 
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2 21026 16343

3 42126 26922

4 66414 48533

5 76223 49342

Table: 1 

II Comparisons on the basis of varying number of clusters and execution time 

Table: 2 
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Fig.: 4 

V. CONCLUSIONS

The result of their experiments illustrate that the random and the when initialization process of outperforms the rest 

of the compared methods as they make the K-mediod and Modified K-Mediod Algorithm both are more effective  

independent on to the initial clustering and on instance of order.  In this paper we present a new algorithm for K-

mediod and Modified K-Mediod is based on optimization formulation and a novel method iterative. The rest of the 

paper is organized as follows. We present our proposed modified K-mediod clustering algorithm. Precise clustering 

centers in some sense are obtained main conditions and iteration methods. We present some simulation results with 

a group of randomly constructed sets data.  
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